
ARE FBI FUSION CENTERS PLAYING LAW ENFORCEMENT  
FOR FOOLS? 

  According to multiple insiders* 911 was a complete False Flag to manipulate Americans into 
accepting an unneeded POLICE STATE at the expense of their FREEDOMS.  

 
The declaration of extra-Constitutional (outside the bounds of the Constitution) emergency 
powers cannot be declared Indefinitely, it must be renewed by Congressional mandate. That 

has not been done. We have been illegally operating outside the Constitution for years, 
denying citizens their full range of freedoms, treating them as If guilty until proven innocent, 

denying due process, and even SECRETLY throwing them on the fraud Watchlist by the 
thousands with not even little to no evidence, but by using intentionally fabricated “parallel 

construction” (pure lies knowingly concocted by FBI/FUSION CENTER personnel to flesh out 
the Watchlist for ever-increasing budget purposes and to protect criminals Inside the system). 

 
In order to keep the false threat level high, privately owned (no FOIA allowed) Fusion Centers 

allow the “elite” or “connected” to throw personal enemies onto their fraud Watchlist by request 
($). Example: Ex-wives, business competitors, whistleblowers, “prying”  journalists, elderly 

relatives with large estates who aren’t dying quickly enough, or just large numbers of random 
people Military Industrial Complex (MIC) wish to dehumanize by legalistic sleight of hand 
(declared a terrorist) and use for unethical, non-consensual weapons experiments in and 

around the victims’ home and neighborhood. Fusion Centers thereby make profit outside their 
budgets. This trickery is to test and sell Insanely lucrative high tech weapons of war, like 

Microwave Weapons (in the electromagnetic family of Directed Energy Weapons aka DEW) as 
well as weapons grade poisons and gases. Of course all of these are “invisible” but for special 

meters, so go undetected but by the intended victims. There is also collateral  damage, cancer 
hotspots, etc. but since the victim Is innocent, they hardly care about that. (And anyone with 

the money can buy them - even criminal gangs who can use them on victims and police.) 
 

   Law Enforcement is authoritatively told to butt out of “Homeland Security business” because 
it is “classified”. But Executive Order 13526 makes falsely classifying criminal activity (human 
experimentation) to escape detection, a crime. They are even at times encourage to protect, 
cover for, aid, Fusion Center criminal operatives engaged in neighborhood psyops: 
harassment, intimidation, defamation for hate-mongering purposes, assaults, torture, and 
murder of “test subjects” and are hoodwinked into allowing Feds to murder whomever they 
choose under their noses. Top Law Enforcement are even thought to receive kickbacks. The 
torture and murder of innocent citizens for profit purposes is nothing less than human 
trafficking by rogue MIC and Fed entities. E.O. 13606 even describes such electronic weapons 
as illegal weapons of war associated with domestic terrorists. PSYOPS on civilians is also illegal 
according to E.O. S-1233 , DOD Directive S-3321.1 and National Security Directive 130.  
Thus, Police all over the USA have been tricked for years to allow the torture and murder of 
thousands of completely innocent  citizens whom they swore to protect.  Legacy of shame.  
 



*I am an ex-insider with information that NSA upper managers sat on 911 warnings for 6 
months to facilitate mass murder, Karen Melton Stewart, retired NSA Intelligence Analyst. 


